
Vegas 3WallBall Championships (2010-present) 1 
The newest “major” of Outdoor Racquetball is the 3WallBall Championships event2, held on the grounds 

of the Strat Hotel on the Las Vegas Strip, was first held in 2010 and has now grown to be the second 

largest racquetball tournament in the world (trailing only the US Open in player attendance).  It is the 

end result of a preliminary discussion on a new event concept between then-WOR commissioner Hank 

Marcus and Mike Coulter years earlier and has grown in popularity every year since its inception. 

Mike Coulter was born in Chicago, lived for a time in Hawaii but settled in Las Vegas in 1977.  He was 

introduced to racquetball during high school, getting hooked and joining a health club in town.  He 

quickly made the acquaintance of fellow Las Vegas native Bret Harnett, who was a year younger than 

Mike but was already a top touring pro by the time he was graduating high school in 1982.   Mike began 

working at the health clubs and started organizing racquetball programming.  Before long, Coulter was 

running shootouts, which led to weekend-long tournaments, when eventually led to his stepping up to 

run sanctioned IRT pro tournaments. 

Coulter first made the acquaintance of Marcus in 1991, when Marcus was running the IRT and Coulter 

was putting on his first full Men’s pro stop.  Coulter’s tournaments kept growing through the mid-1990s 

and by 1995 was branded “Pro Nationals.”  It became annually one of the largest events on tour, 

eventually being held at the legendary Las Vegas Sporting House Athletic club just off the strip.3  Coulter 

and Marcus had also collaborated on the Classic Pro Racquetball Tour (CPRT), which was founded in 

2007 and rebooted the Legends tour concept of retired IRT pros competing and touring.   

In November, 2008, Marcus invited Coulter to San Diego to attend the kick-off event for the newly 

created Military Racquetball Federation (aka MRF, a project that Marcus co-founded with Steven 

Harper)4.  The event itself was rather unique: a temporary outdoor court was constructed on the deck of 

the aircraft carrier USS Bonhomme Richard, stationed at the time in San Diego, CA, and a number of 

Men’s, Women’s and Outdoor pros traveled to the event to play an exhibition on the court.5 

Coulter, upon seeing the temporary court, reportedly said to Marcus, “Heck, if you can put a court onto 

an aircraft carrier, I can build a bunch in Vegas.”  The long-running Pro Nationals event had ended in 

2001, when the Sporting House was sold to new owners and remodeled to make way for a new 

enterprise.  The tournament was briefly reprised at a smaller venue for one year in 2004, but top-level 

tournament racquetball was otherwise missing from Sin City.  Pro Nationals in its hey-day was massive; 

nearly as big as USRA Nationals or the US Open, thanks in part to the host city, and Coulter (and Marcus) 

saw a mutually beneficial opportunity.6  Coulter was on-board and willing to be involved right away, 

trusting all his past successful collaborations with Marcus. 
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At the time there were no usable outdoor courts anywhere in the city of Las Vegas.  So the first 

challenge for an outdoor event in Vegas was one of construction; they would have to literally build a 

solution to host the event. 

The group found a key collaborator: Dave Grolman was a racquetball enthusiast in Las Vegas who was a 

long-time sponsor of Coulter events (both on the IRT and on the CPRT) and was willing to support the 

idea of a new tournament based on Marcus and Coulter’s involvement.  Grolman also happened to be 

the Vice President of Hotel Operations for the Stratosphere Hotel and Casino (as The Strat was known 

up until it was sold in October 20177 and then rebranded in the spring of 20198) on Las Vegas 

Boulevard.9  Coulter and Grolman walked the hotel grounds, looking at potential spots where temporary 

courts could be erected.  They looked at conference rooms, the convention center, the top of the 

parking garage, then gazed across Las Vegas Boulevard where Grolman noted the presence of an 

overflow parking lot.  He noted, “you could use this right here.  We could build the courts right here, and 

players could walk back and forth across the street to the hotel.”   With that, Coulter had found his host 

spot, and secured the usage of the parking lots for the event.   

Tom Moore was also a key former Stratosphere hotel employee who was involved from the beginning.  

Moore, also a racquetball enthusiast, was the Vice President of Design and Construction for the hotel at 

the time10 and worked with Grolman from the beginning to secure hotel management buy-in.  Later on, 

after Grolman had moved on, Moore was instrumental in securing marketing support and sponsorship 

dollars from the hotel, which helped secure the involvement of the professional handball association.   

The next challenge was court design and construction.  Coulter’s profession is in the construction 

industry and he had experience working for major hotels and doing major construction, so the idea of 

building something from scratch was not entirely foreign.  But, the requirements for the courts were 

rather specific.  The group could not use indoor panel walls; Vegas is too hot and they would not 

withstand any weather issues.  They settled on an exterior plywood for the walls instead.  Conventional 

fasteners (aka 2x4 wood slats) could not be used either; they’d warp in the exposure to the elements, so 

the team used commercial quality galvanized studs to provide wall support.  They needed a design that 

could be put up and taken down quickly; the hotel needed its parking lot back as soon as the event was 

completed.  Lastly, they needed a storage solution; the walls would only be used for two weeks a year, 

needed to be portable and easily stored in a CONEX box (aka a shipping container).  Coulter leveraged 

his connections in the industry and brought in professionals who volunteered with engineering design, 

wind shearing analysis and construction challenges. 

Coulter faced another significant hurdle; start-up costs.  This tournament was unlike any other 

tournament ever held in one respect; there was no host club.  He was essentially building the entire 

facility to host the tournament before he collected a dollar of entry fees.  As a result, his pitch to his 

sponsors to pre-fund all the construction materials become even more important.  He needed funds to 
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cover the purchase of all the materials ahead of time, labor to build the courts, storage of the materials, 

and then pre-fab operations on an alternate site.  Coulter estimates it cost nearly $10k per court out of 

the box.  Luckily he had 20 years of history with his sponsors in Vegas, and despite the fact that few of 

them had ever seen outdoor racquetball, they were on-board and drawn in by the promise and idea of 

the event.  A tailgate party of a racquetball tournament right on the strip; what could be more fun?  

The last challenge was scheduling; Las Vegas hotel supply and demand waxes and wanes depending on 

what conferences and events are in town.  One weekend a hotel room in The Strat might cost $75, the 

next $275.  Coulter did not want to do the event in the dead of winter or the dead of summer, so his 

window was narrowed to Spring or Fall.  Springtime in Las Vegas poses some wind-driven weather 

challenges, which really pushed the best candidate to be early fall.  Lastly he wanted to hold the event 

so that it wasn’t competing with other major events on the racquetball calendar (Beach Bash, Amateur 

Nationals, the US Open), so he settled on an early Fall weekend in September that didn’t have any 

competing events to drive up hotel costs for its participants.   

Coulter started raising the funds in the Spring of 2010 to begin construction that summer with a target 

for September 2010 as the launch date.  As construction and pre-fab went along, he sent pictures to 

Marcus of the courts literally coming together before his eyes.  Entrants questioned if the event was 

going to even happen, given that the courts were not yet constructed just a few days before the first 

event, but then the courts started going up and the players started getting excited.  On September 23rd, 

2010 the event was ready to go.  Coulter’s group had arranged to build 10 temporary outdoor courts (a 

combination of one-wall and three-wall courts) for the inaugural event.11  Coulter tabbed then-CPRT 

Commissioner Steve Lerner (OH) to be the event’s first tournament director and they were ready to go. 

Coulter, Marcus and Lerner got the CPRT players involved and engaged to help drive interest … but the 

interest was already there.  The first event in September 2010 was a huge hit: more than 230 

racquetball players competed and there were an astounding 31 Men’s Pro doubles teams vying for the 

first title. 12   

The Vegas event differs from other WOR events on one other key way: the addition of other outdoor 

sports that share the same courts (i.e. Handball and Paddleball).  The idea was not only to bring top-

level racquetball back to Vegas, but to do something different than Outdoor Nationals.  They had to 

make this event unique.  The first event featured both Handball and Racquetball; in 2012 Paddleball was 

added as well.13  The first year featured 9 courts; the event has had as many as 19 courts depending on 

the year and the demand.  The initial inclusion of Handball and the sanctioning by the World Players of 

Handball (WPH) organization drove a lot of additional participants and a lot of additional sponsorship 

dollars, thanks in no small part to the WPH founder David Vincent’s willingness to bring the top handball 

pros to Vegas. 

In later iterations, 3WallBall also added one-wall courts to support one-wall events and many more 

divisions to drive engagement among non-pro outdoor enthusiasts.  Coulter notes that the camaraderie 

between the players of the three sports is one of the things he’s most proud of; it’s great to see top 
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paddleball players watching top handball players play, or to see players in one sport compete in one of 

the other offerings.  By 2015 the total number of competitors across all three disciplines was 

approaching 700.14 

The Vegas 3WallBall experience is unmatched in the racquetball tournament landscape.  There has been 

live streaming on ESPN3 in some years (in other years the streaming has been provided by other regular 

racquetball streaming platforms such as the IRTnetwork.com and, lately, the USAR/LPRT platform has 

streamed the event).  ESPN3 streaming numbers for the 2016 event showed just how popular the three-

pronged sport approach can be; more than 450,000 unique viewers in 31 countries totaling more than 

13 million minutes of airtime across a three-day streaming weekend.15   

The event features bleacher space for 300 spectators, who are not charged an admission fee to watch 

the players.  The event features portable lights for evening/night play, making for fantastic atmosphere 

of top-level play under the lights on the Strip.  The same general outdoor BBQ/tailgate experience that is 

present at other outdoor events is present here; but since its Las Vegas they add in cocktail service and 

appearances by show girls in full costume.  Tournament attendees stay at The Strat for reduced rates 

and are given hotel buffet meal tickets as part of the package.  The hotel property is like most other 

Vegas properties: full-service casino, multiple restaurants, multiple pools and bars/nightclubs onsite, 

and at a newly refurbished/rebranded hotel.  Lastly, its Las Vegas; a great draw anyway as a vacation or 

destination city.  All these factors combine to make the event one of a kind anywhere in the world. 

Coulter remains the owner of the event, but has collaborated with several event directors over the years 

and has involved many volunteers who are well known to the Vegas outdoor racquetball scene.  Steve 

Lerner (OH) was the event director for the first few iterations, making way for Beach Bash’ Vic Leibofsky 

in 2015 and Peggine Tellez in 2018. 16 17  Other key 3WallBall team collaborators include Randy Lamb, 

who has helped behind the scenes for years, and Rick “Soda Man” Koll, who provides sponsorship 

dollars, helps runs events and shootouts, and has worked as Coulter’s sounding-board and strategy 

partner since the beginning. 

2020 will be the 11th anniversary of the event; it continues to move forward with many of the original 

collaboration team, and will be co-directed by both Lerner and Tellez along with the individual sport 

directors. 

Addendum: So many great names from past and present that play or have played 3 Wall Ball; Rocky 

Carson, Daniel & Michelle De la Rosa, Alvaro Beltran, Marty Hogan, Bret Harnett, Ruben Gonzalez, Cliff 

Swain, Sudsy Monchik, Jason Mannino, Jack & Christie Huczek, Charlie & Cece Pratt, Rick “Sodaman” 

Koll, Craig “Clubber” Lane, Jansen Allen, Robert Sostre, Mike Green, Mike Peters, Kevin Booth, Doug 

Cohen, Josh Tucker, Micah Rich, Chris Crowther, Ben Croft, Greg Solis, Javier Mar, Sebastian Franco, 

Shane Vanderson, Scott & Brandon Davis, Timmy Hansen, Jose Rojas, Mike Harmon, David “Bobby” 

Horn, Rhonda Rajsich, Janel Tisinger, Paola Longoria, Carla Munoz, Jackie Paraiso, Aimee Ruiz, Jessica 

Parrilla, Keely Franks, Maritza & Regina Franco, Hollie Scott, Andres Herrera, Kersten Hallander, Kristen 

Bellows, Laura Fenton, Maria Vargas, Natalia Mendez. 
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